If you love
ROALD DAHL, try . . .
AGATHA PARROT AND THE
MUSHROOM BOY
KJARTAN POSKITT
Egmont

Join loud–mouthed Agatha at Odd
Street School, where the teachers are
freaky, the lessons are daft, and her
friend’s head floats off and explodes!

ANIMAL TALES
TERRY JONES & MICHAEL FOREMAN
Pavilion

An amazing collection of wonderful
animal stories, written by the
hilarious Terry Jones and illustrated
by Michael Foreman, will have both
children and grown–ups rolling
around with laughter!

BAD KIDS
TONY ROBINSON
Macmillan

Got into a scrape? Caused a spot of
bother? Is Mum fuming? Well – relax!
Take a tour through history to see the
horrid things that kids did in the past
– and the gruesome price they paid!

CLAUDE IN THE CITY
ALEX T. SMITH

LETTERS FROM AN ALIEN
SCHOOLBOY: COSMIC CUSTARD
ROS ASQUITH
Piccadilly Press

Earthlings. They’re _sooo_ ugly. Bald
all over. And the smell . . . ! Disguised
as a schoolboy, Flowkee is studying
Earthling life. But he’s not prepared
for how stupid humans are – or how
disgusting!

GANGSTA GRANNY
DAVID WALLIAMS
HarperCollins

Ben’s granny bores him rigid, but
there’s something he doesn’t know.
Expect all your expectations to be
turned inside out in this wickedly
funny story of unlikely heroes and
even more unlikely villains!

MEERKAT MADNESS
IAN WHYBROW
HarperCollins

Uncle Fearless is the coolest
babysitter ever! He tells amazing
stories about his travels to the Blah–
Blah camp at the edge of the desert.
And when the pups find a mysterious
object buried in the sand, they set off
on a daring adventure of their own!

DIARY OF A WIMPY KID

Hodder

JEFF KINNEY

Claude is a dog who leads an
extraordinary life. So a trip to the
city has more in store than cafés,
shops and museums – when he foils a
robbery and becomes a local hero!

Puffin

THE HUNDRED–MILE–AN–HOUR–
DOG JEREMY STRONG
Puffin

Streaker is no ordinary dog – she’s
a rocket on four legs with a woof
attached! A dotty dog tale from a
master of comedy!

Being a wimp sucks. Let Greg tell
you why . . . in a cartoon diary to
make boys laugh until they cry!
Illustrated with brilliant comic strips,
this wonderfully funny story of a
misfit’s life has become a much–loved
bestseller.

YOU’RE A BAD MAN, MR GUM!
ANDY STANTON
Egmont

Mr Gum is a truly nasty old man. He
is absolutely grimsters. But this book
is not just about him. In it, you’ll find
a girl called Polly, heroes, sweets, Jake
the dog – and terrible evil!
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